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MP3 becomes more popular because of its smaller file size for CD close quality, more music
can fit on one CD in mp3 format and faster it becomes when sending/receiving over internet.
MP3 has become the standard for exchanging music on the Internet. More and more portable
playback equipments support mp3 like MP3-CD-Walkmans, Car-radio's, DVD players, iPod,
iPhone, Creative Zen.

There are times you may need to extract audio track from a movie of your type and would like
to save the audio as mp3, flac, aac, amr, aiff or wma etc for authoring CD. Or there are times
you need to convert some audio files to Mp3 for playback on your devices like iPod, iPhone,
Blackberry and other mp3/mp4 players. MP3 Converter for Mac walks to us at the right time, it
is a simple-to-use program that can easily extract audio from video, and can convert a vast
variety of audio files to mp3 with fast speed and original output quality. You can input popular
Youtube video, QuickTime files, iTunes audio (unprotected) or Mobile phone video to convert
them to MP3.

MP3 converter for Mac is suitable for both novice and pro alike users; the batch import and
batch conversion feature can save your precious time a lot. The program allows you to trim
video/audio files and merge pieces together so that you can always get the best part of audio
as you wish.

Key functions

Convert between almost all auido files
Read auido: mp3, mka, wav, m4a, m4v,aac, ac3, aiff, amr, flac, wma, mp2. Mac Mp3
Read video: dv, wmv, 3gp, 3g2, mov, vob, mpg, asf, flv, avi, rm, rmvb, mp4, mkv.
Write audio: aac, ac3,aiff,amr,flac,m4a,mka,mp2,mp3,wav,wma.

Further fine tuning of parameters
Set different Bitrate, Sample rate, Channels for output auido files.

Least time consuming
Automatically detect your dual core processor make the converting time shortened havles.

Auido trim
Free to select a range in the clips to convert

Batch coversion
Load as many as video and audio files to convert them to mp3 or other auido formats

Free of spyware and adware
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Lifetime free version update service

System Requirements

Processor: PowerPC® G5 or Intel® processor
OS Supported: Mac OS X v10.5
Hardware Requirements: 512MB RAM, Super VGA (800×600) resolution, 16-bit
graphics card or higher
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